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1. Preparation 
1) Plan:
  a) What you want to say;
 b) Who you want to say it to; and 
 c) Why you want to say it.

Don’t choose more than a few concepts – you can’t remember 
more than a few main points in one talk.

2) Introduce yourself clearly. 
 a) My name is....
 b) Relate yourself to the audience in an interesing, 
      respectful, edifying, yet humble way.

3) Tell the audience what the title of the topic is and where the 
talk will lead. 
 a) State your purpose; 
 b) Expand on it; 
 c) Conclude back to it. 
 The conclusion must precede the beginning of the talk. 

4) Planning by heart or by skeleton notes
Have printed quotes and personal outline notes if you must, 
but plan the content of the talk over and over again deep from 
within, especially one night before.  

5) Order the props
Number the notes and quotes with highlighter pen in order 
of reading. Don’t bring five closed books, three folders eight 
newspaper clippings and ten bits of paper onto the podium and 
start to find quotes!



2. Internal Content 
1) Speak for the audience – you are an offering. 
a) You belong to them, not to yourself! 
b) Shyness and arrogance can show self-centredness.

2) Be truthful, don’t act. 
a) A good sermon is one you know to your core is true and 
good for the audience.
b) The audience’s perception is acute. The original mind can 
tell the difference between an actor and a saint! 
c) A lie is poison. The original mind in you and the original 
mind in the audience knows right from wrong...
d) Don’t say you are no good - that is a lie and not “seeing 
from God’s viewpoint”.
e) Ideally, the sermon giver should have lived the subject 
material, not just studied it from a book.

3) You are the only one chosen right now for this particular 
word. God needs you and will provide for you.
Trust that Spirit World and Heaven knows and will amply 
provide for you and your beloved audience.

4) Respect the topic, the audience and the speaker.  
Criticism  poisons you, the audience and kills the speech.
Don’t mistrust yourself: only practice leads to expertise and it 
develops in 3 stages.

5) Entertain and enlighten. 
Be interesting, be funny, be serious – take people with you.
Avoid both heaviness and silly joking around.



3. External Method 
1) Vary the delivery. 
a) Speed: Fast is exciting but shallow.  
  Slow gives impact and gravitas.
b) Volume:  Loud is thrilling. 
  Quiet is intimate and pulls people in.
c) Intensity: Deep seriousness must be punctuated by joy 
  and even humour.  

2) Keep to time.  Plan – execute! Don’t ramble on and on....
When you say you’re going to end for goodness sake end!
Leave them wanting more.

3) Speaking:
a) Speak clearly for others’ benefit in a way they can understand.
b) Don’t use linguistic habits – “um - ar - sort of - y’know” etc.
c) Don’t get so serious you start to mumble quieter and quieter 
with a long face - it is so depressing!

4) Respect the audience with your appearance of joy & beauty. 
a) Dress for them. They have to look at you! Dress appropriate 
to the audience. Your face and your hair is an offering for others.
b) Relax your body. Make eye contact, smile! Open up your 
arms, generously. Be free to move around to emphasise a point.

5) The equipment works for you and for your speech
a) Don’t nervously touch the microphone, the wires the podium 
or mike stand. Microphones need to be kept at about 10 cm to 
the mouth. The voice should be heard clearly. Too close booms.
b) Perform Powerpoint, don’t read it out. The audience can read!



4a. Result (for the Audience)
1) A quality speech. (This is your goal)

2) Transmission of the speaker’s core ideas to the audience  
in fulfilment of the stated topic.

3) The audience adds your new explanations and 
understanding together with their own pre-existing ideas.

4) The audience is happy, with themselves and with you.  
 a) They have been enlightened with your content, 
     stirred in their souls and entertained.  
 b) They are not bored, insulted or irritated.  
 c) They feel their time was well spent.  
 d) They are energised. 
     (Look at their faces as they leave the room!)

5) The audience would have taken notes or taken away 
a personal call for further action and development of the 
speaker’s ideas.

4b. (Personal) Result
 a) God will be delighted he can trust you and express 
     His Word through you. 
 b) Spirit World will be mobilised and work through you. 
 c) You will grow in the pure joy and self-confidence
     to speak, give and live for the sake of others. 
 d) Your original mind will express through your actions.
 e) Your leadership capacity and authority will increase.


